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wissen glaubte.“ Ob dies der Weisheit letzter
Schluß ist? Als Kontrapunkt enthält die
Behauptung jedenfalls mehr als nur ein Körn
chen Wahrheit. Zumindest sollte sie als Finger
zeig verstanden werden: auf widerspenstige
Tatbestände, auf das Approximative ihrer Dar
legung und des Versuchs, ihre wahren Ausmaße
ans Licht zu bringen.

The Polythetic-Prototype Concept of
Caste

Gabriella Eichinger Ferro-Luzzi

Intrigued by the patent difference of caste from
Western ways of organizing society scholars
have long tried to define caste and to identify its
essential criteria. The proliferation of defini
tions and lists of criteria proposed by knowl
edgeable students of caste should have been
enough to raise doubts about the feasibility of
the attempt, but apparently only Stevenson
(I960: 975) has realized that something was
fundamentally wrong with definitions of caste.
His remedy, however, to use the term ‘caste’ as
an adjective rather than a noun has rightly
failed to convince colleagues.

The recent trend has been to reduce the
number of criteria defining caste to a minimum
and to distinguish crucial criteria from second
ary ones. McKim Marriott and R. Inden (1973),
for instance, consider occupation, descent, and
Carriage the only necessary markings of caste.
Humont (1966: 51, 141, 211) sees the essentials
°f caste in hierarchy based on purity and pollu
tion which, in his opinion, entail that the ritual
st atus of the Brahmin encompasses the secular
Power of the Ksatriya. Yalman (1969: 129)
drops the entailment and reduces the essentials
°f caste to hierarchy and the principles of purity
a ud pollution. Leach (1969: 10) and again
^IcKim Marriott (1959) stress the ritual and
ec onomic interdependence of all members of
tile caste system, and Srinivas (1952: viii),
amongst other writers, points out the crucial
lrnportance of the religious concepts of karma
a ud dharma for the Indian social system.

In the following I shall briefly review excep
tions to the above criteria which render them
less than crucial and essential. Among the
multiple criteria for caste ranking occupation is
probably the most important. An attempt at
rising in the caste hierarchy nearly always in
cludes the abandonment of low or polluting
occupations and since the stigma of occupation
tends to linger in the caste name a change of
name usually announces desire for upward mo
bility. In times of distress, Manu and other an
cient law givers permitted any varna to take up
the occupation of the varna immediately below
it, and all four varnas were free to live by trade,
animal husbandry, and agriculture (Rocher
1975: 146, 149). In modern times countless
caste-free occupations have arisen increasing
the already existing occupational choices. Since
fewer and fewer Hindus live by their traditional
calling the pursuit of a hereditary occupation
can hardly be considered an essential feature of
caste.

Descent in the sense of hereditary group
membership is of great importance for caste,
but this does not mean that castes have ever

been watertight compartments. The lower
castes, for instance, have always admitted to
their folds outcasted members of higher castes,
so that for them, at least, descent cannot count
as a defining criterion of caste.

Many students of caste hesitate to include
endogamy among its essential features, because
of well-known exceptions like intercaste and
inter-subcaste hypergamy, intermarriage among
artisan castes, and the laxity with which the
endogamous rule is applied to secondary mar
riages.

Yalman (1969: 129), contrary to Dumont,
does not hold the Brahmin-Ksatriya opposition
to be critical for caste, since the Brahmins are
nearly absent from the caste system of Sri
Lanka which he has studied intensely. The
Brahmin-Ksatriya opposition, however, can
also hardly be decisive for caste in India. The
Ksatriyas are not found all over India, the kings
have disappeared while the Brahmins’ position
has remained unaltered. Even if we substitute

“dominant caste” for king or Ksatriya, the
opposition of Brahmin ritual status and Ksatriya
secular power may vanish, if the Brahmins hap


